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The Bluewheel Hoverboard The Bluewheel hoverboard is a battery-operated, two-wheeled balance board.
The operating concept beneath "self-balancing vehicles" (e.g. segway) requires the ability to use and control your own body balance
and having sufficient body-physique to stand on two wheels. The hoverboard is equipped with an gyroscope and accelerometer, which
locate compute the emphasis of its user. The combination of both, build the driving force. The bluewheel hoverboard can only be navigated in specific directions: forwards, backwards, on the spot left and on the spot right. The compact dimensions and the zero-degrees-turning radius of the bluewheel hoverboard, make it easy to handle and to control, no matter the size of the place of usage.

Regarding the usage of the bluewHeel hoverboard:
CAUTION: READ THE ENTIRE OPERATIONS MANUAL CAREFULLY BEFORE THE FIRST USAGE.
RISK OF INJURY - the balanced board which is a one-person vehicle with a balance-sensor-technology, does not provide any sort of
protection in case of an accident. Therefore consider using it in a considerate way and drive with care to avoid accidental risks. While
driving a hoverboard, you may experience situations that result in a loss of control. Collisions and falls can end critically or lead to severe
injuries. PROTECTIVE CLOTHES - Always wear appropriate and authorized protective clothing like an helmet, elbow-protector, knee-protector and wristprotector. Children and elderly people should only consider riding the hoverboard under the supervision of an experienced driver or an adult.

the bluewheel hoverboard is under no circumstances suitable for road traffic
The Bluewheel balance board is a fun-vehicle, that can constructively not fullfill the admission requirements for seat, control, brakes,
lighting, mirror and many more things. Therefore the usage of the bluewheel hoverboard is only allowed in non-open and zoned traffic.
More information about this issue can be requested from your local authority.

LIABILITY
The manufacturer will not take responsibility for damages, that were caused by usage of the bluewheel hoverboard. The driver has the
full civil- and legal responsibility for any harm, he may cause to other persons or property. The usage of the bluewheel balance board is
at one's own risk. Parents are responsible for their childrens actions.

http://www.bluewheel.de

